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Outline

• Why study the first 109 years of the Universe?

• Current (non-HI) constraints on the Epoch of Reionization

• HI emission through Cosmic Time

• Current interferometric HI-detection experiments

• Beyond current pathfinders: SKA-low

see also talks by Santos, Silva, Bernardi, Chang, Fialkov, ...



CMB displays a single moment 
of the Universe. Its initial 
conditions at ~400,000 yrs

Dark Ages, Cosmic Dawn & EoR
HI emission from the Dark Ages, Cosmic Dawn & 

EoR traces an evolving “movie” of baryonic 
(and DM!) structure formation  at tuniv<109 years.



Visualization of the progress of reionization in a 1 Gpc/h volume. Ionized regions are blue and translucent, ionization fronts are red and white, and neutral regions are dark and opaque. A random 
sampling of 5 per cent (about 40,000) of all the halos at z = 0 are shown in yellow. Reionization is still quite inhomogeneous on these large scales, with large regions ionizing long before others.
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The first radiating sources (stars/quasars) ionize neutral hydrogen

Dark Ages, Cosmic Dawn & EoR



Why and How Study 
the Universe’s First Gyr?

Dark Ages

Cosmic Dawn

Reionization

DM power-spectrum evolution
DM annihilation physics
Baryonic Bulk Flows
Physics of Gravity/GR

Appearance of first stars (PopIII?)
Ly-α radiation field
Impact of Baryonic Bulk Flows
First X-ray heating sources

Reionization by stars & mini-quasars
IGM feedback (e.g. metals)
PopIII - PopII transition
Emergence of the visible universe

Present day
Telescopes

SKA/ELT/
JWST

Space/Moon based
Interferometers

2014

~2030

~2020



Current Observational
Constraints on the 

Epoch of Reionization

What do we know about the 
1st Gyr of the Universe?



Mortlock et al. 2011

High-z Quasars
Gunn-Peterson Troughs

Universe could be 10% neutral at z=7 and less
than a few % neutral at z<6.5 (SDSS; Fan et al.)



Mortlock et al. 2011

High-z Quasars
Gunn-Peterson Troughs

Universe could be 10% neutral at z=7 and less
than a few % neutral at z<6.5 (SDSS; Fan et al.)



High-z GRBs

Tanvir et al. 2009

GRBs are tracers of massive-star formation.  High-z GRBs are close to where
the bulk or reionization seems to occur and a tracer of the high-mass SF rate.



Bolton et al. 2010

IGM temperature
The IGM temperature around a QSO at z=6, 
extrapolated back allow a limit to be set on 
when EoR occurred.  

This observations implies zEoR < 11 (95% CL)



CMB Scattering Optical Depth

WMAP-7

Re-scattering of CMB photons 
during and after reionization 

added to the polarization 
spectrum at large angular scales.

The scattering optical depth 
sets a limit on the EoR.



CMB Scattering Optical Depth

Planck Collaboration, 2013 [XVI]

Planck, w/o using polarization information yet, finds τ~0.09 and zre~10, consistent with
WMAP, but slightly higher; rumors go that polarization data actually lowers τ ~ 0.075.

This suggest that reionization is only halfway at z < 10.

WP = WMAP Polarization highL = high-l CMB



High-z Galaxies

Ellis et al. 2013

Dropout techniques are finding galaxies to z~12 [i.e. 1.4μm drop-outs].



High-z Galaxies

Oesch et al. 2013

Break in the SFR density at z>8 ?

Rapid build-up of galaxies
between z~10 and z~8.

These observations seems to suggest  a dramatic increase in the SFRD 
at z<10 consistent with CMB optical depth that suggest EoR at z<10.



Short Summary of Current Constraints 
on the Epoch of Reionization

• Scattering optical depths from CMB observations
Ionized medium causes CMB polarization: zeor ~ 10

• High-z galaxies
IR drop-outs give SFR/LF to z~10: SFR rises fast below z~10 but 
there are not enough UV photons to re-ionize the Universe >>> Puzzle!

• High-z QSOs
Gunn-Peterson troughs suggest ~10% neutral HI at z~7, i.e. the end of 
reionization occurs close to the highest z QSO/galaxies that we observe 

• High-z GRBs
GRBs traces massive star formation. Currently rare events, but z~8.2 GRB
has been seen and could be a direct tracer of the SFR. 

• Temperature of the IGM 
Extrapolation of the high-z IGM temperature suggest late reionization 

Most evidence points at substantial reionization (still) occurring at z<10, 
but its source(s) are unknown: complementary tracers are needed (i.e. HI)



HI emission through 
Cosmic Time

What can we expect from HI 
brightness temperature observations?



The quantity that is measured with radio telescopes along a given 
line of sight and is given by:

The HI 21-cm intensity is set by a complex interplay between 
cosmology and (g)astrophysics.

Hydrogen Brightness Temperature

Ionization

Cosmology

(G)astrophysics Peculiar velocities/Bulk-flows



• “Cosmic Dawn”
     z ~ 30 - 15: Formation of the first stars/galaxies that heat/couple the 
     IGM mostly; impact on gas/spin-temp.  Tb fluctuations will be a mixture of 
     density and spin-T fluctuations. Maybe there is impact by bulk-flows from 
     recombination in this redshift range.

• “Reionization”
     z ~15 - 6: Ionizing bubbles grow around first stars/galaxies and percolate.
     Tb is set by density fluctuations and ionized bubbles mostly.

• “Dark Ages” 
     z = 30 - 200: Most likely only accessible from space/moon and/or 
     via total power measurements using single receivers. 

Main Phases of HI



Hydrogen Brightness Temperature
Global Signal

Frequency [MHz]
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Reionization
begins

Reionization
ends

Dark Ages Cosmic Dawn Reionization

UV
pumping

(Wouthuysen-
Field effect)

Pritchard & Loeb 2011
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TMT8 may provide a glimpse of the Universe at z ! 12
they peer through a narrow field of view and are unlikely
to touch upon redshifts z ! 20. As we will show, 21
cm global experiments could potentially provide crude
constraints on even higher redshifts at a much lower cost.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In §II, we

begin by describing the basic physics that drives the evo-
lution of the 21 cm global signature and drawing atten-
tion to the key observable features. We follow this in §III
with a discussion of the foregrounds, which leads into our
presenting a Fisher matrix formalism for predicting ob-
servational constraints in §IV. In §V and §VI we apply
this formalism to the signal from reionization and the
first stars, respectively. After a brief discussion in §VII
of the prospects for detecting the signal from the dark
ages before star formation, we conclude in §VIII.
Throughout this paper where cosmological parameters

are required we use the standard set of values !m = 0.3,
!! = 0.7, !b = 0.046, H = 100h km s!1Mpc!1 (with
h = 0.7), nS = 0.95, and !8 = 0.8, consistent with the
latest measurements [14].

II. PHYSICS OF THE 21 CM GLOBAL SIGNAL

The physics of the cosmological 21 cm signal has been
described in detail by a number of authors [15, 16] and
we focus here on those features relevant for the global
signal. It is important before we start to emphasise our
uncertainty in the sources of radiation in the early Uni-
verse, so that we must of necessity extrapolate far beyond
what we know to make predictions for what we may find.
Nonetheless the basic atomic physics is well understood
and a plausible understanding of the likely history is pos-
sible.
The 21 cm line frequency "21 cm = 1420MHz redshifts

for z = 6 ! 27 into the range 200-50 MHz. The signal
strength may be expressed as a di"erential brightness
temperature relative to the CMB

Tb = 27xHI

!

TS ! T!

TS

"!

1 + z

10

"1/2

" (1 + #b)

#

$rvr
(1 + z)H(z)

$

!1

mK, (1)

where xHI is the hydrogen neutral fraction, #b is the over-
density in baryons, TS is the 21 cm spin temperature, T!

is the CMB temperature, H(z) is the Hubble parameter,
and the last term describes the e"ect of peculiar velocities
with $rvr the derivative of the velocities along the line
of sight. Throughout this paper, we will neglect fluctua-
tions in the signal so that neither of the terms #b nor the
peculiar velocities will be relevant. Fluctuations in xH

8 http://www.tmt.org/

and #b will be relevant for the details of the signal, but
are not required to get the broad features of the signal,
on which we focus here.

FIG. 1: Evolution of the 21 cm global signal for di!erent
scenarios. Solid blue curve: no stars; solid red curve: TS !
T! ; black dotted curve: no heating; black dashed curve: no
ionization; black solid curve: full calculation.

The evolution of Tb is thus driven by the evolution of
xH and TS and is illustrated for redshifts z < 100 in
Figure 1. Early on, collisions drive TS to the gas temper-
ature TK , which after thermal decoupling (at z # 1000)
has been cooling faster than the CMB leading to a 21 cm
absorption feature ([TS ! T! ] < 0). Collisions start to
become ine"ective at redshifts z $ 80 and scattering of
CMB photons begins to drive TS % T! causing the sig-
nal to disappear. In the absence of star formation, this
would be the whole story [17].
Star formation leads to the production of Ly% photons,

which resonantly scatter o" hydrogen coupling TS to TK

via the Wouthysen-Field e"ect [18, 19]. This produces
a sharp absorption feature beginning at z $ 30. If star
formation also generates X-rays they will heat the gas,
first causing a decrease in Tb as the gas temperature is
heated towards T! and then leading to an emission sig-
nal, as the gas is heated to temperatures TK > T! . For
TS & T! all dependence on the spin temperature drops
out of equation (1) and the signal becomes saturated.
This represents a hard upper limit on the signal. Finally
reionization will occur as UV photons produce bubbles
of ionized hydrogen that percolate, removing the 21 cm
signal.
We may thus identify five main events in the history

of the 21 cm signal: (i) collisional coupling becoming in-
e"ective (ii) Ly% coupling becoming e"ective (iii) heat-
ing occurring (iv) reionization beginning (v) reionization
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ending. In the scenario described above the first four of
these events generates a turning point (dTb/dz = 0) and
the final event marks the end of the signal. We reiterate
that the astrophysics of the sources driving these events
is very uncertain, so that when or even if these events
occur as described is currently unknown. Figure 2 shows
a set of histories for di!erent values of the X-ray and Ly!
emissivity, parametrized about our fiducial model by fX
and f! representing the product of the emissivity and the
star formation e"ciency following Ref. [16]. Clearly the
positions of these features may move around both in the
amplitude of Tb and the frequency at which they occur.

FIG. 2: Dependence of 21 cm signal on the X-ray (top panel)
and Ly! (bottom panel) emissivity. In each case, we consider
examples with the emissivity reduced or increased by a factor
of up to 100. Note that in our model fX and f! are really the
product of the emissivity and the star formation e!ciency.

We view this to be the most likely sequence of events
for plausible astrophysical models. We are reassured in
this sequencing since, in the absence of Ly! photons es-
caping from galaxies [20], X-rays will also produce Ly!
photons [21, 22] and so couple TS to TK and, in the ab-
sence of X-rays, scattering of Ly! photons heats the gas
[23]. In each case the relative sequence of events is likely
to be maintained. We will return to how di!erent models
may be distinguished later and now turn to the presence
of foregrounds between us and the signal.

III. FOREGROUNDS

At the frequencies of interest (10-250 MHz), the sky
is dominated by synchrotron emission from the galaxy.
A useful model of the sky has been put together by Ref.
[24] using all existing observations. The sky at 100 MHz

is shown in Figure 3, where the form of the galaxy is
clearly visible. In this paper, we will be focusing upon
observations by single dipole experiments. These have
beam shapes with a typical field-of-view of tens of de-
grees. The lower panel of Figure 3 shows the beam of
dipole (approximated here as a single cos2 " lobe) sit-
ting at the MWA site in Australia (approximate latitude
26!59’S), observing at zenith, and integrated over a full
day. Although the dipole does not see the whole sky at
once it does average over large patches. We will therefore
neglect spatial variations (although we will return to this
point in our conclusions).

FIG. 3: Top panel: Radio map of the sky at 100 MHz gen-
erated from Ref. [24]. Bottom panel: Ideal dipole response
averaged over 24 hours.

Averaging the foregrounds over the dipole’s angular re-
sponse gives the spectrum shown in the top panel of Fig-
ure 4. First note that the amplitude of the foregrounds is
large ! 100K compared to the 10 mK signal. Nonethe-
less, given the smooth frequency dependence of the fore-
grounds we are motivated to try fitting the foreground
out using a low order polynomial in the hope that this
leaves the signal behind. This has been shown by many
authors [e.g. 25, 26] to be a reasonable procedure in the
case of 21 cm tomography. There the inhomogeneities
fluctuate rapidly with frequency, so that only the largest
Fourier modes of the signal are removed. In the case of
the global 21 cm signal our signal is relatively smooth in
frequency, especially if the bandwidth of the instrument
is small. Throwing the signal out with the foregrounds
is therefore a definite concern.

Throughout this paper, we will fit the foregrounds us-

The history of Tb can vary; hence measuring Tb as function of redshift/time, 
provides a handle on SF, Ly-α coupling (WF), (X-ray) heating, etc.

X-rays

Ly-alpha

Extreme 
assumptions

Hydrogen Brightness Temperature
Global Signal

Increased  
Lyα coupling

Decreased  
X-ray heating

Pritchard & Loeb 2011



Hydrogen Brightness Temperature
Power-Spectrum

The HI brightness temperature shows fluctuations on a range of different 
scales, sourced by cosmology, spin-temperature, ionization & velocities

Cosmology Reionization Lyα Sources X-ray heating Peculiar
Velocities

HI-density-Fluctuations Spin-temperate-Fluctuations
Doppler- 

Fluctuations

Power-spectrum

Terms due to peculiar velocitiesIsotropic Term More complex Terms

Auto- and cross-terms 
between b, x, α and T

∂v∂v and cross-terms between  
b, x, α and T and ∂v



Pritchard & Loeb 2009; see also Santos et al. 2008, 2010, 2011

Intensity Fluctuations
EoR

EoR
Cosmic Dawn

Cosmic Dawn
Dark Ages

Dark Ages

Intensity Fluctuations

Hydrogen Brightness Temperature
Power-Spectrum



Hydrogen Brightness Temperature
Power-spectrum

Rough detection box for SKA

z=10

z=25

Sensitivity limits are scale dependent but Δ2
noise~few mK2 is where

current instruments aim for in ~1000 hrs. SKA can go to Δ2
noise~0.1 mK2

Credit: Mesinger 



Current HI-signal Fluctuation
Detection Experiments

• Giant Meter-wave Radio Telescope [GMRT] [India]
• Murchison Widefield Array [MWA] [Australia]
• Precision Array for Probing the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER) [SA]
• Low Frequency Array [LOFAR] [NL/Europe]



Measuring the brightness 
temperature fluctuations of HI

Many Challenges



Measuring the brightness 
temperature fluctuations of HI

(1) Subtract the FGs [MW+extra-Gal.]
(2) FT the freq. axis of the data-cube
(3) Measure the visibility amplitudes A
     in each ‘cell’ as function of k.
(4) Determine average of A2 => P(k)
(5) Determine the noise power-sp. Pn(k)
     and subtract.
(6) What is left is P21(k) + error (below)

We then usually display Δ2(k)=(k3/2π2)P(k)

Sample 
Variance
per cell

Noise 
Variance
per cell

+

wed
ge

side-lobe 
leakage

Cosmic 
Signal



Current EoR HI Experiments
There are currently four competing EoR arrays 

that aim to detect HI Tb fluctuations at z>6. 

One can follow different
strategies to beat the 

noise power-spectrum

CompactnessCollecting area # stations/visibilities

LWA



Mesinger et al. 2013

Probing 
parameter
space
Current pathfinders can 
only do statistical detection
and probe limited part
of model space.

SKA can probe all 
reasonable parameter space
with high (~100) S/N.

X-ray heating
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Mesinger et al. 2013

Probing 
parameter
space
Current pathfinders can 
only do statistical detection
and probe limited part
of model space.

SKA can probe all 
reasonable parameter space
with high (~100) S/N.
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GRMT Current Results
GMRT
Epoch of Reionization (EoR) experiment

Specs

- 40 hrs data [12/2007] on PSRB0823+26

- FWHM = 3.1d primary beam

- Resolution 20 arcsec

- Freq = 139.3-156.0 MHz [64x0.25MHz]

- Time resolution = 64 sec

- z = 8.1-9.2

FG removedData

See also talk: T-C. Chang



GMRT
GMRT: Measurement of a 2σ upper limit at (248 mK)2 for k = 0.50 h Mpc-1.

Paciga et al. 2013

GRMT Current Results



MWA
Murchison Widefield Array

MWA Current Results

Dillon et al. 2013

Results from
Proto-type:

see also talk Tingay



MWA-32T [proto-type]:

- 22 hrs of data
- March 2010 
- R.A.(J2000) = 10h 20m 0s, 
  Decl.(J2000) = −10◦ 0′ 0′′
- 3 x 30.72 MHz bands, centered at  
  123.52 MHz, 154.24 MHz and 184.96 
  MHz, i.e. 6.1 < z < 12.1 
- 5hrs and 123.52 MHz and 154.24 MHz 
  and 12hrs at 184.96 MHz 

Upper limits on the power 
spectrum from z = 6.2 to z = 
11.7.  The lowest limit is ∆(k) < 
0.3 Kelvin at 95% confidence at 
a comoving scale k = 0.046 Mpc
−1 at z = 9.5.

Dillon et al. 2013

MWA Current Results



PAPER Current Results

Dirty image

FG cleaned
image

Current EoR results with:
32-antenna deployment at the NRAO 

site near Green Bank, WV

64-antenna deployment in the 
Square Kilometre Array South 
Africa (SKA-SA) reserve in the 
Karoo desert near Carnarvon

see also talk 
Bernardi



PAPER 32-antenna:

- 275 hrs of data 
  (Dec. 7, 2011 to Feb. 4, 2012)
- 100 to 200 MHz, 2048 channels, 

- visibility integr.: 10.7 seconds

A best 2σ upper limit of 2704 mK2 

for k = 0.11 h Mpc-1 at z = 7.7

Parsons et al. 2013

Heating of the neutral intergalactic medium 
(IGM) is necessary to remain consistent with 
the constraints. By z = 7.7 the HI has been 
warmed from its cold primordial state.

PAPER Current Results



Core             3 km    (2x)24  stations
NL               80 km         14  stations
Europe   >1000 km          8+ stations

Stations have 24 – 48 – 96 antennas/tiles  

Principle of Aperture Synthesis
Array resolution: sub-arcsec to degrees

Pulsars: tied-array(s), (in)coherent sums

Sensitivity  (8h, 4 MHz, Core/all NL stations)
@  60 MHz    ~  6.2/3.9    mJy (LBA)
@ 150 MHz   ~  310/240  μJy (HBA)

LOFAR is now a European telescope with its core in the Northern 
Netherlands, developed by ASTRON+Dutch Universities

(i.e. Netherlands, Germany, UK, France & Sweden; interests in Italy, Poland, Spain, Austria+Ukraine)

van Haarlem et al. 2013

LOFAR Current Results



(split) NL HBA + LBA station

HBA (110-240 MHz)

LBA (10/30-80 MHz)

LOFAR Current Results



(split) NL HBA + LBA station

HBA (110-240 MHz)

LBA (10/30-80 MHz)

HBA tiles

HBA tiles (115-240 MHz)

LBA dipoles (30-80 MHz)

Electronics
Cabinet

Glass-fiber
connection

“Superterp” aka “Six-pack”
6 densely packed stations

LOFAR Current Results



8o x 8o 

3C61.1
Dec  + 86o 

NCP core 
baselines:
2300 sources (>10 mJy) 
subtracted using SageCal.
[currently 11000 at 
few mJy; not shown] 

Concentration on the 
uv-range that is filled for
the full z=7-11.4 range:

• uv-range: 70-800 λ 
• resolution: 5’ PSF

 

LOFAR Current Results: NCP



Data processing

• Calibrate (11-20k src sky model/DDEs)
• Subtract sky model (SageCal)
• Make the uv coverage uniform  
• Filter on 5’ (σ) scale (11.8’ FWHM)
• Apply a FG extraction method 

   (e.g.  grid-based GMCA).

Current Analysis Approach

• Analyze the residual map
• Variance as a function of 

frequency.
• Cross-variance as a 

function of frequency
• Noise, systematics

Signal extraction



Excess Variance Analysis

Procedure

ResidualsFG modelData

FWHM = 12’ scale;  tint=114hrs LOFAR;  HBA 115-170 MHz (1MHz res.)



Beyond Current 
Pathfinders: SKA-low

What’s coming in the next decade?

See also talk by Phil Diamond



General Observational Objectives

• Absorption again high-z radio source (small scale power)
• Global signal (total power) of HI (absorption/emission) 
• RMS fluctuations of HI emission with redshift
• Spatial power-spectra (1,2,3D) and higher-order statistics with redshift
• HI Image data-cubes (spatial-frequency) for reionization topology

Epoch of Reionization [~ 100 to ~200 MHz]

Cosmic Dawn [~50 to ~100MHz]

C
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• Absorption again high-z radio source (small scale power)
• Global signal (total power) of HI (absorption/emission) 
• RMS fluctuations of HI emission with redshift
• Spatial power-spectra (1,2,3D) and higher-order statistics with redshift

• HI Image data-cubes (spatial-frequency) for cosmology
SKA2

SKA1

SKA1

LOFAR
MWA
PAPER
GMRT



Tomography >100MHz

(1) The capability of SKA1 to image ~3.0 mk fluctuations of neutral hydrogen at 3-
     sigma level in tint=1000 hrs at 150 MHz with BW=1 MHz, covering z~6-15. 

(2) Capability of SKA1 to cover all EoR & Dark Ages (z=6-30) features currently 
     expected in the HI power-spectrum and total intensity both in emission and absorption. 

(3) Allow HI absorption at sub-KHz level against high-z radio sources.

Tomography 50-100MHz

(4) The capability of SKA2 to image ~0.3 mk fluctuations of neutral hydrogen at 3-
     sigma level in tint=1000 hrs at 150 MHz with BW=1 MHz, covering z~6-30. But imaging 
     is feasible to z=30 after filtering (in principle).

Science Goals beyond current pathfinders

Transition from  statistical   to   tomography   capabilities.
LOFAR, MWA, PAPER,

GMRT
SKA 1&2



Square Kilometre Array: SKA1-Low
A=0.8 km2; 50% in a 600m core
                 75% in a 1000m core
                   4% outer 15 stat
                   to 45 km radius

Station-size = 35m diameter

Freq: 50-350+MHz



Assuming the current SKA baselines design

simulation at z=10 w/21cmfast

arcmin-scalesdegree-scales

SKA-low: noise + sample variance

Acoll = 0.8km2

Dstat =35m
866 stations 
   inside ~3km
tint=1000hrs
BW=10MHz

Measuring the EoR HI-Tb Power-
Spectrum at z=10

SKA1	  SYSTEM	  BASELINE	  DESIGN	  
Document	  number	  ..........................................................................	  SKA-‐TEL-‐SKO-‐DD-‐001	  



HI detection at z=25 with SKA-low
At z=25, one can reach an errors < 1mK on scales of ~1 degree within 1000hrs 

and BW=10MHz, using the current (March 2013) baseline design.

z=10

z=25

On degree scales one 
can reach ~1 mk rms



SKA can probe physics of the EoR 
and CD with high S/N

Mesinger et al. 2013
X-ray heating
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S/N of peak of power spectrum



z=25 z=8z=15 z=10z=20

SKA
Tomography 

Tomography is feasible 
on 10’ scales over the 
redshift z<15 range.

Tomography is feasible 
on 1o scales over the 
redshift z=6-25 range.

Tomography is feasible 
on 5’ scales over the 
redshift z<8 range.

EoR: z<15
In 1000hr with a BW=1MHz 
or matched to angular scales,
one can do tomography to
the required level of ~1mK
on scale >~10’

Cosmic Dawn: 15<z<25
Idem, on scales >~1o.



Summary & Conclusions
• Observations of Ly-α emitters, dropouts, QSOs, GRBs  are starting to  
   probe  the first stars/galaxies to z~10, during the EoR. 

• HI is the only tracer that allows us to study many processes during the Dark 
   Ages, Cosmic Dawn & EoR over wide range of angular scales.

• Currently four HI/EoR detection experiments are ongoing: GMRT, MWA, 
   PAPER and LOFAR. No detection yet, but increasingly stronger upper limits. 
   All experiments are statistical in nature [e.g. power-spectra/excess variance]

• Near Future: New or extensions of current arrays to probe Cosmic Dawn: 
    AARTFAAC/LSS/LWA/HERA 

• SKA will allow tomography (imaging!) to z=25 [Cosmic Dawn]

• To detect the Dark Ages we need to go in to space or to the moon.

17 February 2014, Transformational Science with the SKA, Stellenbosch, SA


